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INTRODUCTION 
 

In June 2015, The State College Area School District (SCASD) initiated a feasibility study for 
assessments of two buildings on its downtown campus. Goals of the assessments are to evaluate both 
the Central Office Building and the Fairmount Avenue Building in terms of accessibility and structural 
issues. The professional team of Weber Murphy Fox and Urban Engineers met with Ed Poprik, Director 
of Physical Plant for SCASD to review scope and goals for the project. These goals, generally stated, were 
to assist the School Board of Directors in next steps for moving towards an overall plan for the 
downtown campus and to provide a document that assessed limitations of each building and costs 
associated with addressing these issues that might influence future planning. 

The Accessibility Assessment examined each building in the context of building blocks and 
accessible routes, as outlined in relevant codes: ICC ANSI A117 and the International Building Code. Site 
arrival points, access into each building as well as level changes within the buildings were examined. 
Comment was also made about upgrades required to plumbing fixtures or other items of note (i.e. door 
hardware). The assessment provides SCASD with an outline of probable costs for upgrades that would 
move the building towards greater accessibility. As both are existing buildings with generally poor levels 
of universal access, the presumption was made that any significant renovation would at a minimum 
want to address accessibility to the extent governed by the Existing Building code (20% of construction 
budget to be spent on Accessible route upgrades) but all deficiencies were noted and this would provide 
an outline for a future renovation to consider the best approach for a future use. 

The structural assessment included a review of the structural integrity of each building, 
including the floor systems and facade, to determine adequacy for future use or to identify potential 
limitations or work that may be required to renovate the buildings. Since there is no current program 
identified, a general approach to identifying limitations of the structure was taken. 

The structural fitness of the building components was assessed based on a review of existing 
drawings, visual observation for defects and distress (facades, structural members, interior and exterior, 
building elements: Stairs, exposed foundations, walls, floors, ceilings, roof and parapets), and correlation 
of field conditions with drawings.  

Specific information gathered during site visits included: verification and recording of structural 
types (but not always exact sizes of members), conditions observed (deterioration, structural distress, 
etc.), ability of structural systems to adequately carry existing and historic loads.   

With the wood frame portions of the buildings, for which there are no useful structural design 
drawings available, further structural analysis would be recommended before new uses are 
contemplated. 

Addressable Issues were identified and a section on potential budget planning for them is also 
included. 

*The Central Office Building Assessment is issued under separate cover. 
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CRITERIA FOR ACCESIBILITY ASSESSMENT 
The State College Area School District Building Assessment seeks to inventory where buildings and sites 
fail to meet accessibility requirements. These requirements can be thought of “building block” and 
“accessible route” requirements defined in The International Code Council (ICC)’s American National 
Standard (ANSI) guidelines for accessible and usable buildings and facilities (ICC A117.1-2009).   

Building blocks are architectural elements that require specific design parameters to be accessible.  
These include: 

• floor surfaces 
• changes in level 
• turning & clear floor spaces 
• knee & toe clearances 
• reach ranges & operable parts 

An Accessible route is a continuous unobstructed path connecting all accessible elements and spaces 
of a building or facility. Accessible routes include:  

• walking surfaces with slopes no steeper than 1:20 (5%)  
• doors and doorways 
• ramps & curb ramps (no steeper than 1:12 (8.33%) 
• elevators & platform lifts 

In Pennsylvania, law requires up to 20% of any renovation budget to be spent to improve accessible 
route issues. The goal of this assessment is to identify addressable areas that would improve the 
accessible route and building blocks within each building.  
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BUILDING HISTORY AND CURRENT USE 
The Fairmount Building is a compilation of 4 buildings constructed from 1914 to 1940.  A 1922 Sanborne 
map shows us that the original 1914 building was ‘T’ shaped with the original 1914 building. The 1940 
addition partially kept the structure closest to E Alley, and evidence of the walls are in the existing 
basement.  

 The use over time has continuously been 
primarily educational, although today the building also houses some school district offices. 
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PRELIMINARY BLDG CODE SEARCH CRITERIA 
A Life Safety upgrade to the building in 1994 classified the building as follows:  

• Construction Type: Non Combustible / Ordinary (it should be noted that the 1914 building is a 
wood frame (combustible) structure and the classification of Ordinary refers to this part of the 
building) 

o Current IBC classification might be Type IB based on the exiting floor plates being 
approx. 27,000 sf and   

• Use Group: ‘B’ Educational (the building code today would use the letter ‘E’ for Educational 
• The building is not sprinklered.   
• The building is noted as being 3 stories, but could possibly be changed to 2 stories plus 

basement, with floor areas as follows: 
o Basement/ Lowest Level 27,000sf 
o First Floor 32,400 sf 
o Second / Upper Floor 24, 200 sf 

Accessibility is governed in PA by IBC 2012 Chapter 11.   

It should be noted that the occupant load of the building was calculated in 1994 as being 2, 672 (based 
on criteria for Educational use). Based on a simple calculation of 1 plumbing fixture needed for every 50 
people, this would translate into a requirement for 53 fixtures per current building code standard. 
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EXTERIOR ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENT 
 
The first requirement for Accessible Routes within the site is that they shall be provided from public 
transportation stops; accessible parking; accessible passenger loading zones; and public streets or 
sidewalks to the accessible building entrance served.  This assessment does not make recommendation 
that take into account access to public transportation, but instead starts with access from existing 
parking. 

 
SITE INVENTORY 
ACCESSIBLE PASSENGER LOADING ZONES 
Noncompliance 
• There are currently no accessible passenger loading Zones on site.   

Addressable Issue 
• Provide drop off zone adjacent to accessible entrances, if feasible. 

 

PARKING, ACCESS DRIVE & CURB RAMPS 

    

Noncompliance 
• There are two accessible parking spots on site along the building on Alley E. Unfortunately, these 

accessible parking spots are not connected to any of the accessible building entrances on site 
because “E Alley” does not have a sidewalk to protect pedestrians from oncoming traffic and its 
slope is greater than 1:12 is spots and the surface is filled with potholes. 
 

Addressable Issue 
• Move the accessible parking spaces closer to the SE corner of the building near the intersection of W 

Fairmont Ave and E Alley.  There are currently maintenance parking spaces in this area that could be 
upgraded to ADA parking.  This upgrade would provide access to the public sidewalk along W 
Fairmont Ave from the accessible parking. E Alley is owned by the borough, and SCASD would need 
to work with them facilitate this.  
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PUBLIC STREETS AND SIDEWALKS

 

      

Non-compliance 
• E Alley is currently a non-accessible route from the current ADA parking to the building entries due 

to lack of designated walkways which requires 5’ clear, longitudinal slope less than 5%, and cross 
slope less than 2%. 

• The cross slope of the public sidewalk along W Fairmont is greater than 2% in sections. 
• The longitudinal slope of sidewalks on S Fraser St is greater than 5%. 

 

Addressable Issue 
• Add an accessible walkway along E Alley to connect to new accessible parking. Coordinate with the 

borough.  
• Refinish section of sidewalks that have non-compliant cross slopes and longitudinal slope.  

Coordinate with Borough.      
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BUILDING ENTRANCES 

 

Figure 1 - BASEMENT ENTRANCES KEYNOTED IN RED 

 

 

Figure 2 - FIRST FLOOR ENTRANCES KEYNOTED IN RED 
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A. W. FAIRMOUNT AVE - FIRST FLOOR LOBBY ENTRY 

    

Noncompliance There is one building entrance on West Fairmont Ave.  It is connected to the public 
sidewalk via an accessible ramp up to the public entrance to the first floor Lobby.  Since the ramp is 
more than 5% slope , it requires hand rails.   The door entrance provides and adequate 32” clear. The 
door hardware is currently code compliant. This door would be considered an accessible entrance to the 
first floor lobby. 

Addressable Issue  
Add hand rails to the ramp. 

B. S. FRASER ST - STAIRWELL # 4 ENTRY 
Noncompliance This entry to a stairwell is inaccessible due to a frost 
slab threshold. Furthermore, the cross slope of the paved area 
leading up to this entry is likely greater than 2%.  The fence gate 
between the sidewalk and entry would need to be accessed for 
accessibility as well. The SCASD need to confirm whether or not an 
accessible route can run through the children’s playground (typical 
for all door in this area) 

This entrance would not be considered to be a candidate for 
upgrades due to stairs inside that prevent access to the rest of the 
building. 
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C. S. FRASER ST - FIRST FLOOR LOBBY ENTRY 

 

Noncompliance There is an accessible route from the public sidewalk 
along S. Fraser St.   The gate hardware and clearances may need to be 
updated for compliancy depending on the requirements.   The door 
has a threshold that would require a small ramp to access the interior.  

This entrance would not be considered to be a candidate for upgrades 
due to stairs inside that prevent access to the rest of the building. 

  

 
D S. FRASER ST - CORRIDOR #5 ENTRY 

Noncompliance There is currently no accessible route to this entry 
from the public sidewalk.  The floor surface of the path to the door is 
composed of woodchips - for the outdoor playground. This surface is 
note stable, firm, and slip resistant as requested by Section 302 of 
ANSI. NO door hardware is currently provided on exterior side of 
door.   

Addressable Issue  
It would be possible to upgrade path, provide new doors and 
hardware. 

 

E. S. FRASER ST - Corridor #3 Entry 1 
Noncompliance There is an accessible route from the public sidewalk 
along S. Fraser St.   The gate hardware may need to be updated for 
compliance and the asphalt would need to be augmented at the gate 
to provide 32” clear surface. The door has a small threshold that may 
need to be adjusted with a bevel or small ramp to access the interior.  
One leaf of the door meets the minimum clearance requirement of 
32”.   

Addressable Issue  
Once the minimal threshold condition is addressed. This study 
considers this to be an accessible entrance to this part of the building. 
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F. S. FRASER ST - Corridor #3 Entry 2 
Noncompliance There is currently no accessible route to this door.  
One leaf of the door meets the minimum clearance requirement of 
32”.   

Addressable Issue  
A potential solution would be an asphalt path connecting to the 
existing path running to the adjacent door. New hardware would be 
required. Due to the accessible door adjacent to it, this door is not a 
high priority need for the building.  

 

 

 

 

G. S. FRASER ST - Stair #1 Entry 
Noncompliance This entrance area is accessible from the public sidewalk along 
S. Fraser St.   However, the door has a threshold greater than ½” that would 
require a ramp. Door clearance is adequate (32” clear)   

This entrance would not be considered to be a candidate for upgrades due to 
stairs both sides that make it inaccessible to the rest of the building. 

 

 
 

H. W NITTANTY AVE - STAIR WELL ENTRY 
Noncompliance This entry is inaccessible due to change in level from the 
public sidewalk along W Nittany Ave Connected by Stairs.  

This entrance would not be considered to be a candidate for upgrades due 
to stairs both sides that make it inaccessible to the rest of the building. 
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I. E ALLEY - PHYSICAL PLANT MAINTENANCE ENTRY 

     

Noncompliance: This entry is inaccessible due to being disconnected from the public sidewalk along W 
Nittany Ave.  Furthermore, there is a threshold at the door and inadequate door hardware.  Pedestrians 
could potentially entry through the garage, but this is inoperable from the outside and therefore 
inaccessible.  

Addressable Issue  
A solution would be to address the door threshold and hardware.  This door opens into the physical plant 
maintenance room, which is essentially a garage space that is relatively inaccessible due to vehicle 
parking and equipment. Although not open to the public, the space is not exempt from accessibility. 
 

 

J. E ALLEY - WOOD SHOP ENTRY 

      

Noncompliance 

• This entry is currently inaccessible due to step ramping, poor floor surface, in adequate turning 
radius at the base of the ramp, a stepped threshold, and noncompliance door hardware.   

Addressable Issue  
• One solution would be to raise the base of the ramp to reduce the threshold clearance at the door 

and the overall ramp slope and floor finish.   
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• The clearance at the door entry could potentillay be address by expanding the width of the ramp, 
but this may be financially infeasible.  

• The door hardware could potentially be address with automation, if clearances are no adequate for 
a swinging door. 

K.   E ALLEY - BOILER ROOM ENTRY 
Noncompliance 

The stairs, door threshold, landing size and 
lack of door hardware make this entry 
inaccessible. (Egress only door and not 
required to be accessible per IBC 2009) 

This entrance would not be considered to be 
a candidate for upgrades due to stairs and 
the fact it leads to the boiler room. 

 

 

L. E ALLEY - CORRIDOR #3 ENTRY 
Noncompliance 
The next closest entry in the E alley is to corridor 
#3 shown on the basement floor plan. This 
entrance is currently inaccessible due to a frost 
slab and door threshold that are slightly raised 
above grade. The door hardware is also non- 
compliant. The door clearance would need to be 
verified for accessibility of at least 32” clear.   

Addressable Issue  
One solution would be to provide a slight ramp, 

and update the door hardware to provide accessibility.   If this door is made accessible, it enters into a 
stairwell &l corridor that is inaccessible to the rest of the building. This entrance would not be 
considered to be a good candidate for upgrades due to stairs directly inside that make it inaccessible to 
the rest of the building. It should be noted though that it is the closest entrance to the small set of steps 
that leads to the lower gymnasium level. 
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M. E ALLEY - STAIRWELL # 5 ENTRY 
Noncompliance 
The closest entrance to the existing ADA parking enters 
into the first floor stairwell 5.  The door has an elevated 
threshold greater than ½” and therefor would require a 
ramp.  

This entrance would not be considered to be a candidate 
for upgrades due to stairs both sides that make it 
inaccessible to the rest of the building. 

 

 

INTERIOR BUILDING ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENT 
 

OVERVIEW 
The Fairmount Building is a 2 storey plus basement series of buildings that were built in 4 phases with 
extremely poor connections, accessible and otherwise, between each phase. Within each floor there are 
also accessibility issues. The basement of the building has approximately 17 levels, some of which are 
connected by steps or stairs, or are simply not connected.  

 

Figure 3 - BUILDING CONSTRUCTION HISTORY 

The 1930 and 1936 building additions (including the floor levels currently occupied by the Delta High 
School) are well connected within their own floor plate, but provide no access between levels other than 
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stairs.  The 1914 original building and 1940 addition are well connected to each other, but are not easily 
or accessibly connected to the 1930-36 portion of the building. These 2 main parts are only accessed 
from one another via a 1/2 flight of stairs that ‘disconnects’ the first floor of the building. The basements 
and second floors are not connected at all.  

 

PARTIALLY ACCESSIBLE FLOORS OR AREAS IN THE BUILDING(S) 
 

The diagrams below illustrate the current levels of the building and show which portions of each floor 
are currently accessible. Note: The Portion that is highlighted in green assumes that a fairly 
straightforward threshold condition is in place at an eastern door to the playground. This would allow 
the first floor to be considered accessible. The first floor of the southern portion of the building (facing 
W. Fairmount Avenue) has an accessible entrance, so this portion of the building is the most accessible.   

Within these 2 areas would include doors and hardware, as typically none of the rooms are currently 
equipped with ADA compliant hardware, and many do not have required clearance. 

 

 

BASEMENT(S) EXISTING ACCESIBILITY DIAGRAM 
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FIRST FLOOR EXISTING ACCESIBILITY DIAGRAM 

 

SECOND  FLOOR(S)  EXISTING ACCESIBILITY DIAGRAM 

 

Addressable Issues  
Within these highlighted areas addressable issues would include door hardware replacement, including 
addition of electronic hardware that would allow a user to push on a plate or an authorized user to have 
an proximity reader/ electronic fob to open doors with clearance issues (i.e. doors that do not have 12-
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18” clear on the latch side of the door depending on the direction of travel that would allow someone in 
a wheelchair to be able to approach and reach the hardware/ handle) 

The basement is likewise divided into three areas that reflect the various phased construction projects 
with the 1930 and 1936 being disconnected from each other on the Fraser street side. The 1914 and 
1940 basements are connected to each other, and a series of stairwell connections link these back to 
the maintenance level on the E Alley Side.    

Within the basement level there are over 20 actual different levels- highlighted in orange below. 

The second floor levels of the building are only connected at the 1936 addition on the E Alley Side via a 
stairwell. 

 

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN FLOORS  
 

To access multiple levels of the building there would need to be a minimum of 2 elevators or an addition 
at the 2nd floor to connect the 2 separate upper floors and basements. It would be possible to add an 
elevator in the original 1914 or 1940 buildings that would connect a large portion of those floor areas. It 
should be noted that both the basement weight room, the Delta Middle Level Library and the second 
floor IT office are all significantly above or below their respective floors and would be difficult to reach 
with any one elevator location. 

Adding a second elevator to the 1930 Northern part of the building would also be necessary to access 
the second floor and basement. In this portion of the building, the gymnasium level would need to have 
its own stop on an elevator, or potentially be reached via a 48’ ramp from the basement floor. 

It should be noted that the International Existing Building code makes an allowance for a floor that is 
less than 3000 sf to be exempt from the need to be made accessible. Due to the sizes of all of the 
rooms/ locations mentioned above it would be possible to exempt the weight room (or the delta middle 
level library). If either of these areas were to be thought of in this light then it would be suggested that 
they not be programmed with a significant building element and instead be used for storage or another 
function that is not considered ‘primary’ or unique. 
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BASEMENT EXISTING AND ADDRESSIBLE ACCESIBILITY 

 

 

FIRST FLOOR EXISTING AND ADDRESSIBLE ACCESSIBILITY 
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Figure 4 -SECOND FLOOR EXISTING AND ADDRESSIBLE ACCESSIBILITY 

 

Addressable Issues  
The addition of multiple elevators to connect the maximum number of areas in the building would need 
to be undertaken. Specific design of locations would be best considered once an intended building 
program was known. 

A less expensive solution called a Limited Access Limited Use (LULA) could be considered to connect not 
more than 3 floors. These units are for single users and require different clearances than typical 
elevators, but can be more cost effective both for the unit itself as well as associated construction 
(elevator pit and walls) 
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PLUMBING 
The Fairmount Building has many small bathrooms, with a total of approximately 38 plumbing fixtures 
(mixture of toilets and urinals). None of the fixtures are fully ADA compliant per current codes for 
clearances and grab bars. Most of the entrances to these rooms also do not have clearances required at 
doors or accessible door hardware. Drinking fountains are also not well placed on accessible routes and 
are typically not ADA compliant units  

Addressable Issue  
Depending on future building uses, assuming the use was office, assembly or education, at least one 
fixture in each of the group bathrooms should be compliant and there would also be requirements for 
single user toilet rooms. Add new ADA compliant drinking fountains on accessible routes within the 
building. 

 
AUDITORIUM AND GYMNASIUM (ASSEMBLY) REQUIREMENTS 
The Fairmount Building currently has both a gymnasium and an auditorium. The gymnasium is on a level 
that is inaccessible, but its bleachers, with seating for 432 are reached from an accessible part of the 
building, but there are currently no wheelchair spots in the seating area. Team or player seating is also 
required, but due to lack of access to the gym floor, this would not be easily attainable without a 
wheelchair lift or elevator 

The auditorium has access from the accessible Fairmount side of the building. It has 704 fixed seats and 
an inaccessible stage/ performance area.  

Per the IBC 2012 an assembly space with seating for 423 would need 6 wheelchair spaces. A space with 
704 seats would require 7 wheelchair spaces.  

Addressable Issue  
Chairs could be removed to provide wheelchair seating in the auditorium. In the bleacher area there 
would be floor and clearance area needed in order to provide spots for wheelchair seating.  
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 
 

LOCKERS: The current building contains student lockers, which would be subject to accessibility. Many of 
these are located on levels above or below the accessible first floors of the building, but there are 
lockers on the first floor of ache side of the building. 

Addressable Issue  
Provide 5% of the total locker count as accessible lockers 

KITCHEN: The current kitchen is located on an inaccessible level of the building. If access to this floor 
was provided then  

Addressable Issue  
When renovations occur provide an accessible work area and all clearance for the kitchen. Access to the 
basement level that would put the kitchen on the accessible route would also be required in order for 
these to be meaningful renovation items. 

SIGNAGE: there is limited signage in the building. Directional signage, indicating “the route to the 
nearest like accessible element” should be provided at entrances, toilet rooms, and exits. Signage for 
accessible seating, areas of refuge, at stairways and ramps and any other safety features should be 
provided.  

Addressable Issue  
Provide signage as required 

VERTICAL CIRCULATION (STAIRWELLS): A note about existing stairwells. Due to the multiple years of 
building construction, stairwells are the method of travelling from one floor level to another. Although 
not technically covered in the ‘Accessibility’ section of the building code, current handrail requirements 
for ‘extensions’ that assist with safety and assist individuals with low vision, or other health issues, 
should be mentioned. The existing stairwells generally do not comply with current standards. 

         

Addressable Issue  
Provide continues handrails with extensions are required for safety. 
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STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT 
 

Structural and Façade Assessment 

The intent of the structural scope of work for this proposal is to provide the State College Area School 
District with advanced planning tools to help guide future decisions related to space allocation and 
usage of the Central Administration Building* and the Fairmount Avenue Building.  The structural 
assessment will aid in developing the feasibility of renovations and future uses of the buildings.  This 
study will not provide detailed calculations about structural adequacy for current or future loads.  

Document Review 

The School District provide a wide variety of drawings for both the Central Administration Building* and 
the Fairmount Building.  These drawings were reviewed and separated into original construction sets 
and any documents related to renovations.  In general there were sufficient drawings to perform the 
work for this study, but unfortunately, there were not an extensive number of detailed structural 
drawings available.  This is not uncommon for buildings of this age.  The architectural drawings had 
enough information related to structure to provide a good starting point. 

There were no construction specifications available for review.  Rather than looking at detailed 
maintenance records, the team met with various SCASD facility technicians to discuss problems in the 
buildings.    

Condition Assessment 

After notice to proceed, the team met at both buildings with SCASD facility managers.  The purpose of 
this meeting was to compare existing drawings with actual field conditions and to determine where and 
how many selective demolition sites were needed.  Selective demolition was performed to allow access 
to the structural components to provide verification and additional information.   

A condition assessment was performed visually to assess the condition of floors, structure, beams, 
columns, foundations, roof deck and structure.  Additionally, a façade assessment was performed.  
While these assessments were primarily visual in nature and at only representative locations, they did 
allow a conclusive study to be performed.  Photographs were taken to document condition and findings.  
Not all photographs were used in this report, but all will be delivered to the district. 

While the methods used for the overall condition assessment provide a qualitative summary, a detailed 
quantitative analysis was not performed.  No structural calculations were performed.  No testing of 
concrete, steel or other structural materials was included in the scope of work.  This information may be 
required during the design phase if the District decides to pursue renovation options in the buildings at a 
later date. 

 

Structural and Façade Assessment Summary 

The overall structural condition of both the Central Administration* and Fairmount Building are very 
good.  There is no indication of any structural distress, although there are some areas of concern.  The 
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specific conditions for each building are discussed later in this report.  The impact of the areas of 
concern in each building will depend greatly on what the future use of the buildings.  Since no specific 
future uses have been identified the impacts will be discussed in general terms.   

Because a structural load capacity assessment was not performed, it was not possible to positively state 
the actual capacity of the various structural systems.  However, based on the condition assessment only, 
it is possible to state an opinion as to the ability of the building to carry existing loads.  Based on the 
visual inspection showing no signs of distress, it can be stated that the building is quite capable of safely 
carrying the loads imposed.   

As a result of this study, it was determined that the structural system should be able to support 
renovations for both the Central Administration Building and the Fairmount Building, if the future uses 
include uses with similar code mandated loads.   

The building code mandates a minimum load of 40 psf for classrooms, residential and hotel rooms, but 
50 psf for offices, 100 psf for assembly and a minimum of 150 psf for library stacks.   Locker rooms 
minimum loads aren’t specifically addressed by the code, but they would be expected to be in the 40-50 
psf range.  Team meeting rooms, as long as capacity was maintained below 50 occupants, could be 
considered classrooms.  If they are intended to be large assembly areas, the required load increases to 
60 psf for fixed seating or 100 psf for moveable seats.   It would be possible to use the buildings for 
these other uses, however structural analysis would need to determine exact capacity of the existing 
systems and some strengthening would likely be required. 

If the new uses of the building require minimum loads in excess of 40-50 psf, it will likely be necessary to 
strengthen the structural system. 

The facades of both buildings are in very good condition.  There are some areas that need to be 
repaired, or replaced, but these are general few.  These areas are typically stairs, stair walls, and other 
similar.  The main building facades require little work with the exception of some repointing and minor 
repair.   Issues specific to each building will be discussed later in this report. 

* Central Office Building report is issued under separate cover. 

 
FAIRMOUNT BUILDING STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW 
 

The original Fairmount Building was built in 1914, with significant renovations and additions performed 
in 1930 and 1940.  The most significant work was performed in 1930 and 1940 with the addition of a 
gymnasium and auditorium and the demolition of a significant portion of the original building.  There 
are no available drawings of the original building.  The 1930 drawing set is incomplete, but there is 
enough information available to determine structural systems.  The 1949 addition is a very thorough and 
compete set of drawings. Since there was a substantial amount of information available on the drawings 
and there were existing ceilings already removed in many areas, it was not necessary to create any new 
holes in ceilings.   

The structural systems in Fairmount Building are a mixed combination, as could be expected by the 
significant renovation and additions.  The original building is a combination of stone and masonry 
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bearing walls and foundations, steel and wood beams, steel and wood floor joists and wood and floors.  
The wooden joists were 2x12 rough cut.  It was not possible to verify the species or the grade of the 
wood.  This information may likely be required for future load analysis.   

This section of the building is in good condition and will be capable of safely carrying loads applied in any 
building use as long as they are similar to current uses.  There are some areas of floors which are sagging 
and sloped.  As described in the section related to the Central Administration building, this does not 
appear to be a structural issue.  

The additions used no wood framing and consist of concrete and masonry bearing walls and 
foundations, steel columns, beams, trusses and bar trusses and concrete floors.  This construction is 
more typical of modern buildings, although the strength capacity of steel and concrete are not know.  
There are no obvious structural concerns.  The foundation walls are sound, although there is some 
question as to the condition of the foundation and wall drainage system in some areas of the building.  
Specifically in the kitchen area in the basement, there were reports and evidence of water infiltration in 
the past.   

The structural support system in the gymnasium and auditorium consists of large steel trusses and deep 
beams.  These allow the long open spans found in those areas.  Observation of these members indicated 
no distress. 

The concrete floor slabs appeared to be in good condition with no structural issues.  They should be able 
to handle and change in use as long as loads don’t change significantly.   

 

Building Façade, Exterior Stairs and Ramps 

Generally, the building façade is in good condition.  The brick and mortar are not showing significant 
levels of deterioration.  It was not possible to observe the condition of the façade in the original building 
since the masonry has been painted.  However, there was no evidence of water penetration, cracked or 
spalling bricks or other forms of façade distress. 

There was some distress, cracking and spalling of limestone on the Fairmount Road entrance of the 
building.  This damage can be seen in Figures S7 and S8.  This damage is not uncommon in buildings with 
limestone of this era.  Faults and defects in the stone can be the starting point of material failure when 
subject to freeze thaw cycles.  This damage can be repaired, but can become costly if it is necessary to 
meet historic building requirements.  This damage is consistent around the building in areas where 
water, and deicing salts can penetrate and freeze.  At this time, the damage does not appear to be 
structural, however it should be repaired before becoming a safety issue. 
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Figure S7 – Damaged limestone at the Fairmont Ave. entrance of the building. 

 

Figure S8 – Damage to the limestone wall at the Fairmount Ave side of the building. 

 

Other areas of concern are condition of the concrete areaways and stone and concrete retaining walls at 
stairs and ramps.  Figure S9 shows an areaway on the Fairmount Ave side of the building.  This 
photograph shows a significant deterioration of the concrete retaining walls of the areaway.  Although 
no testing was performed, it is likely that this damage is the result of poorly air-entrained concrete 
deterioration from the presence of deicing salts and freeze thaw cycles in wet concrete. 

The E Alley side of the building exhibits the worst deterioration of materials at grade.  Since the alley 
surface extends right up to the building it would be expected that there is a significant amount of 
concrete deterioration, masonry mortar loss and other distress.  Figure S10 is photograph taken at the 
garage door at the Nittany Ave end of E Alley.  There is concrete damage to the slab and at the garage 
door walls.  The slab damage is likely the cause of both vehicle traffic and salt and freeze thaw damage.  
Figure S11 is a photograph of the access ramp to the basement door.  The concrete retaining wall and 
brick masonry is in fair shape, but the slab and stone masonry is in poor condition.  Figures S12 and S13 
show the access stairway to the basement on E Alley.  This masonry is in poor condition.  The mortar is 
severely deteriorated and the wall is beginning to bow inwards.  This is the result of loss of strength due 
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to masonry mortar loss and poor drainage behind the wall allowing water to penetrate and freeze.  This 
should be repaired immediately. 

 

 

Figure S9 – Deteriorating concrete retaining walls at the Fairmount Ave side of the building 

 

 

Figure S10 – Photograph of damage at the garage door on E Alley showing deterioration of the concrete 
floor slab and concrete/masonry wall at garage door. 
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Figure S11 – Photograph of the access ramp into the basement on E Alley showing deterioration of 
concrete slab and stone masonry mortar. 

 

 

Figure S12 (left) – Photograph of the basement access 
stairway on E Alley.  Note the deterioration of the stone 
masonry mortar and lack of proper drainage. 

 

Figure S13 (right) – Photograph of stone masonry wall at basement access stairway.  This is the same 
stairway as Figure S12.  Notice the severe deterioration of the masonry, and the inward bulging of the 
wall.  This wall should be repaired immediately. 
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POTENTIAL ADDRESSABLE ISSUES 
There were no specific structural problems found in the Fairmount Building, the only significant issues 
were related to exterior walls and drainage.  

1. Lack of detailed structural information.  Although there is better information available for the 
two additions, structural information for the original building does not exist.  While the drawings 
for the additions offer a more complete structural system, there are no specifications for 
concrete and steel materials.  Prior to designing any alterations, the structural engineer will 
need information on spans, construction and material properties, and other information prior to 
performing a structural analysis.  While the building is sound in currents use, any modification of 
use may result in higher building code mandated minimum design loads.  Generally, there is 
some additional capacity in buildings structural systems however, until the analysis is 
completed, there is no way to determine how much new loads will impact the system.   

It is recommended that the school district require the design team to include a structural 
engineer that is well experienced in rehabilitating buildings of this era.  Expertise in working with 
the various systems in the building will help mitigate the structural work, thus keeping 
renovation costs at a minimum. 

It is further recommended that the School District consider performing this structural 
investigation as soon as potential programs are identified.  This analysis of building load 
capacities may help guide location of program spaces. 

2. The sag and slope of the wood floor joists in the 1914 wood framed portion of the building could 
result in costs to level the floors.  Depending on the new uses, if flatter floors are desired, it may 
be necessary to develop methods to level the floors. There are several ways that this can be 
accomplished.  The most common is to apply a cementitious levelling compound.  These are 
usually fluid, self-leveling compounds that can be applied.  The drawback on these is that they 
will reduce the live load capacity of the floors.  Even lightweight compounds weighing only half 
the weight of concrete can reduce the capacity depending on the amount of material needed.  
In several places, the leveling would be required to be up to two inches. This amount of leveling 
could result in loss of capacity of 5-10 psf, thereby requiring joist strengthening to carry code 
minimum loads. 
 

3. It appears that the foundation drainage system has been compromised and this is resulting in 
water penetration and deterioration of masonry and concrete.  During the design phase of any 
future renovations, efforts should be made to explore the drainage system and determine its 
condition.  If compromised, new foundation drains should be installed around the building.  
While this can be costly based on the depths of excavation, installing new waterproofing and 
drainage system will provide a moisture free environment significantly reducing environmental 
problems related to moisture and building materials. 
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4. By far, the most significant problem found was the condition of exterior walls. The deterioration 
at these, and especially along E Alley, are the result of deicers and freeze thaw cycling.  While 
these are mostly cosmetic, there are some areas which are exhibiting significant structural 
distress, or will be in the near future.  It is recommended that the wall at the access stair be 
repaired immediately.  This condition possess significant life safety issues, as it may potentially 
collapse.   The other areas showing distress can be repaired at the time of renovation.  While 
this work is being done, consideration should be given to modifying E Alley and the areas 
adjacent to the building to provide better drainage away from the building.  Also included are 
minor repointing and repair of masonry and replacement of limestone panels. 

 

Potential Structural Additions or Modifications – Needs and Costs 

Elevator Shafts 

As part of this study, recommendations are made as to the location and number of elevator shafts 
needed to improve or meet ADA requirements.  After reviewing the options shown, it was determined 
that the locations discussed can be accomplished without major modifications to the structure.  The 
floors, joists and beams can be easily removed and, if needed, new beams can be installed.  The costs 
for this work are included the ADA study. 

Partial Select Demolition 

The Fairmount Building was constructed by partial demolition of the original building and constructing 
additions.  Fortunately, the methods used to construct these resulted in having each of the structures 
being relatively isolated from each other.  The foundations, columns, and beams are generally not tied 
together providing the ability to deconstruct these additions without significant impact on the remaining 
structure.  It is likely that any deconstruction would not necessarily fall on addition building lines.  
Although this would result in additional analysis and potentially temporary and permanent bracing for 
lateral loads, it could still be accomplished.   
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COST ASSESSMENT 
 

This study has outlined the following items to be addressed and has assigned a range to be expected for 
budgeting purposes: 

 

ACCESSIBILITY ISSUES 
 

Exterior Items: 

• Relocate ADA parking in E Alley 
 Cost Impact:  $1,000 

• Correct cross slope from ADA parking to Fairmount Sidewalk 
 Cost Impact:  $10,000 

• Add handrails @ Fairmount Ave Entry: 
 Cost Impact:  $3, 600 

• Correct minor threshold issue @ S. Fraser St. Entry: 
 Cost Impact: $300 

 

Doors:  
• Install automated doors in bathrooms and classrooms to address approach issues. 

 Cost Impact: $ 75,000- 80,000 (assumes 4 bathrooms and 15 classrooms) 
• Install new door lever hardware  

 Cost Impact:$24,000 (120 doors @$200) 
• Install new fire rated doors if the building renovation did not include sprinklers. 

 Cost Impact: TBD 

Interior Connections of levels: 

• Interior Ramp (to connect 2 main parts of the building) 
 Cost Impact: $20,000 

• Smaller ramps in basement 
 Cost Impact: $30,000 (allowance for negotiating approx. 10 steps) 

• Wheelchair lifts to address other areas (weight room, stage, gym floor, IT office) 
 Cost Impact: $20,000 each (x4?) Note: accessing the gym floor may be considered to be 

technically infeasible 
 LULA in original 1914 Building Cost Impact: 

 Cost Impact: $60,000- $65,000 (add $50,000 for elevator in lieu of LULA) 
• LULA in 1936 Portion of Building 

 Cost Impact: $ 70,000- $75,000 (add $50,000 for elevator in lieu of LULA) 
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Plumbing Fixtures 
• Install new ADA accessible sink and toilet for each  bathroom  
• Install accessible urinal (x1) in men’s room 
• Install new partitions.  
• New drinking fountains (assume 6 for 3 floors of 2 parts of buildings for convenience) 
• Add accessible toilet room to nurses station) 

 Cost Impact: $40,000- $44,000 (10 fixtures, 6 DF’s 1 toilet room) 
 

Wheelchair Seating 
• Remove fixed chairs to provide wheelchair seating in the auditorium. 

 Cost Impact: $2,000 
• Build up flooring at entrances- and railing to bleachers to allow for wheelchair seating  

 Cost Impact: $4,500 per location 

Lockers 
• Provide 5% of the total locker count as accessible lockers 

 Cost Impact: $6,000 ($300 x 20 lockers allowance) 

Kitchen Work space: 
Allowance for appliances TBD 

Signage: 

Provide Directional and Safety Signage 

 Cost Impact: $5,000- $10,000 allowance 

Stairwells: 

Provide continuous handrails and extensions.  

 Cost Impact: $15,000 allowance (6  stairwells) 
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STRUCTURAL ISSUES 
 

1. Full Structural Analysis/ Investigation 

Cost impact: $35,000 to $40,000.  Although this building is relatively large, the availability of 
more complete structural drawings for the auditorium and gymnasium additions will require less 
effort to field document and test.  

2. Cementitious levelling compound for floor levelling 

Cost Impact:  $80,000 to $100,000 (allowance for 4,000 sf per floor, not including structural 
reinforcement)  

3. Foundation Drainage 

Cost Impact:  Full replacement around the perimeter of the building would be approximately 
900 lf.   $165/ lin ft for pipe, excavation and stormwater tie in 

 $ 80/ lin ft waterproofing existing building 

 $180/ lin ft for replacement of asphalt, concrete  

 Total: $425/ lin ft x 900 ft = $382,500  

4. Addressing Condition of the exterior walls along E Alley 

Cost Impact: budget estimate of $75,000 to $85,000 be included for the replacement of stairs, 
ramps, retaining walls, grading and façade issues. 

5. Elevator Shafts (See Accessibility section above) 
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APPENDIX 
 

 

ACCESS TO PUBLIC TRANSIT 
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